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Whilst I have been working at Aquamare some of the jobs I have been learning
are Sea keeper commissions, Patio door installs, Door installs, Bather platform
installs, Crane installs and passerelle installs. Here are some photos of these
jobs which I have worked on.

Whilst I have been in college we have worked
on off the job training by taking apart engines
and learning more in depth about all systems.
In work I can use the hand skills I have built up
and knowledge to make me even more helpful
whilst working.
I enjoyed learning all the new Opacmare units we are fitting on the princess
boats as this is all new to Aquamare it’s been good to figure them out and find
the best possible ways to assemble these units working together as a team.
The jobs I particular enjoy the most and/or have the most interest in would be
the sea keeper commission and the door installs. What I find interesting about
the sea keeper commission is finished you then test it out at sea and can

compare the boat with or without the sea keeper which shows you how
effective the stabiliser is bringing the boat to almost a complete stand still
against the waves. I enjoy the door installs because I have learned them inside
out with thorough reports on all of them so find the process very easy and
enjoyable now.
At the beginning of my apprenticeship I use to struggle to use tools but now I
have much better hand skills and no longer struggle in this area. During my
time at Aquamare I have now built a good knowledge on many different jobs
which Aquamare specialise in. I believe I have benefited the company as they
no longer have to use two qualified engineers on jobs they can use me to assist
which is then saving the company money and time rather than the qualified
engineer being pulled away from his current job. As well as this I have much
more confidence getting stuck into and helping on new jobs in different
locations making myself as useful as possible even when I am completely new
to the job itself.
My plan is to be a fully qualified engineer for Aquamare and continue to
further my skills on the job. I would like to be able to travel with work giving
my employer an option of using me abroad on different jobs. I will take courses
and educate myself on as much Aquamare related jobs as possible so I can
become a valuable employee.

